
Semester 1
MALIA07(1)

Common course 7

BA/B.Sc

Malayalam sahithyam 1

Course Outcome

1. Students could able to develop ,interest and knowledge about their own language and
literature through literature enjoyment.

2. Changes happened in Malayalam language and literature through different periods,
understood in cultural and social atmosphere.

3. Students understood about ancient writers of Malayalam language like,Kunjhan
nambiar,Ezhuthachan,Poonthanam,Cherussery,etc.and also understood the
specialities of ancient literature.

4. Student could able to know kerala’s unique culture and heritage through folklore
literature.

5. Students could also able to familiar with Folkloer songs,Mappila pattu,Thekkan
pattu,Vadakka pattu etc.

6. They could also possible to increase their knowllege about progress in different
periods of Malayalam short stories.

7. By studying stories of K. Saraswathyamma,Karoor,Uroob,NP Muhammed, C V
Sreeraman,Geetha Hiranyan,and Pramod Raman.

Students got knowledge about their features presented in their short stories.

MAL2AO8(1)

Semester 2

BA/B.Sc

Malayalam sahithyam 2.



1.Students understood, changes happened in Malayalam poetry and literature through
different periods and also understood prose literature and criticism literature.

2.Student s could understood about the modern poem and history of literature

3. By studying poems of Kumaranasan,G. Sankarakurippu and Edappally,students got the
knowledge about their contribution given in literature.

4. By studying poems of Akkitham,Aattur,,Ayyappa panikkar and Savitry rajeevan student
got basic knowllege about the different and variety of writings from modern period to
recent period.

5. Students also got the knowledge about criticism literature branch.

6. Students got understood about how to read and analyse a book in deepily through
critical studies.

MAL3AO9

Semester 3

BA/B.Sc

Malayalam sahithyam 3.

1. Student got the knowledge about the drama art and Malayalam drama theatre

2. By studying Baratha vakyam (G. Sakarapilla)in detailed ,student s increased their
knowledge about possibilities of drama script.

3. By studying screen play, they got the knowledge about how to write a screen play for
a cinema.

4. The fact they understood that ,only by studying screenplay with serious approach
,then only good Malayalam movie will exist.

5. They also got an idea about how to write a good autobiography and its features by
studying autobiography literature.

6. By studying travelogues, student able to understand about the culture and arts in
different countries and regions.



MAL4A10

Semester 4

BA/B.Sc

Malayalam sahithyam 4.

1. By studying translation ,students could able to increase their writing ability and
handle

different languages .

2. By studying translation literature, they could handle the other literature forms in
different languages and realize this will use to increase their own language and
literature.

3. By studying cultural study, they understood their own history and heritage.

4. Through cultural studies ,they could able to understand about tribals and their way
of life.

5. Students also got a knowledge about how to get a good translation and what are
the things to be taken while making good translation.

6. They also got knowledge about novel literature by studying novel.

MAL1A07(2)

Semester 1

Common course 7

B.COM/BBA

Malayala sahithya padanam 1

Course outcome



1. Commerce students could possible to know about Malayalam liertature and
language and got interest about it.

2. By studying essays based on social, literature and cultural they got knowledge about
the changes happened in our social.literature and language in our state.

3. By studying translation ,students could able to increase their writing ability and
handle different languages .

4. By studying translation literature, they could handle the other literature forms in
different languages and realize this will use to increase their own language and
literature.

5. They also got knowledge about novel literature by studying novel. They also
understood about presentation of human life in novel writings.

6. By studying N. Prabakaran s travelogue, they got the knowledge about the different
culture and nations .

MAL2A08(2)

Semester 2

Common course 9

B.COM/BBA

Malayala sahithya padanam 2

1. Students could able to develop ,interest and knowledge about their own language
and literature through literature enjoyment.

2. Changes happened in Malayalam language and literature through different periods,
understood in cultural and social atmosphere.

3. Students understood about writers of Malayalam language like,Vallathol,NN
Kakkadu,Balamaniyamma,etc.and also understood the specialities of their literature.

4. They could also possible to increase their knowledge about progress in different
periods of Malayalam short stories.

5. By studying stories of T V Kochubava,V K N,Sara Joseph. students got knowledge
about their features presented in their short stories.

6. By studying CN Sreekandan nair’s drama Sakethami” in detailed ,student s increased
their knowledge about possibilities of drama script.



MAL1A07(3)

Semester 1

Common course 7

B.Sc Other pattern

Malayalam bhashayum sahithyavum 1

1. Students could possible to enter science and cultural fields through literature and
language, by the study of this semester.

2. By studying S K Pottekads “Kappirikalude Nattil” they got and achieved patriotism,
awareness of world progress and life target.

3. By studying translation ,students could able to increase their writing ability and
handle different languages .

4. By studying translation literature, they could handle the other literature forms in
different languages and realize this will use to increase their own language and
literature.

5. Students also got a knowledge about how to get a good translation and what are the
things to be taken while making good translation.

6. By studying travelogues, student able to understand about the culture and arts in
different countries and regions.

MAL2A08(3)

Semester 2

Common course 9

B.Sc Other pattern

Malayalam bhashayum sahithyavum 2



1. 1. They could also possible to increase their knowledge about progress in different
periods of Malayalam short stories.

2. By studying stories of Basheer,NS Madhavan,Priya A S, students got knowledge about
their features presented in their short stories

3. They also got knowledge about novel literature by studying novel.

4. Student got the knowledge about the drama art and Malayalam drama theatre

5. By studying KT Muhammad’s drama “Bagna bavanam” in detailed ,student s
increased their knowledge about possibilities of drama script.

6. They also got an idea about how to write a good autobiography and its features by
studying autobiography literature.


